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Abstract. The dynamic behavior of micro circular plate electrostatic devices is not easily analyzed 
using traditional methods such as perturbation theory or Galerkin approach method due to the 
complexity of the interactions among the electrostatic coupling effect, the residual stress and the 
nonlinear electrostatic force. Accordingly, the present study proposes a approach for analyzing 
the dynamic response of such devices using a hybrid numerical scheme comprising the differential 
transformation method and the finite difference method. The feasibility of the proposed approach 
is demonstrated by modeling the dynamic response of a micro circular plate actuated by a DC 
voltage. The numerical results for the pull-in voltage are found to deviate by no more than 0.27 % 
from those derived in the literature using various computational methods. Thus, the basic validity 
of the hybrid numerical scheme is confirmed. Moreover, the effectiveness of a combined DC/AC 
loading scheme in driving the micro circular actuator is examined. It is shown that the use of an 
AC actuating voltage in addition to the DC driving voltage provides an effective means of tuning 
the dynamic response of the micro circular plate. 
Keywords: micro circular plate, pull-in voltage, MEMS, hybrid method, differential 
transformation, finite difference method. 
1. Introduction 
Micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS) devices have found widespread use throughout 
industry for such applications as accelerometers and pressure sensors [1], micro-scale actuators 
[2], electrostatic rotary comb actuators [3], and so on. Various schemes have been proposed for 
driving MEMS devices, including electrostatic actuation [4], thermal actuation, piezoelectric 
actuation [5] and electromagnetic actuation [6]. Among these various methods, electrostatic 
actuation is the most commonly preferred due to its simplicity and high efficiency [7]. Actually, 
in the electrostatic actuation of a micro-structure system, the electrostatic force is produced from 
the voltages of two electrodes. If the electrostatic force is greater than the elastic restoring force 
of the micro-structure system, this represents an unstable phenomenon [8], and the two electrodes 
attract and come into contact with each other suddenly. The critical value of the voltage is defined 
as the pull-in voltage, which has a tremendous influence on the electrostatic device. For example, 
the electrostatic device is regarded as an actuator when the operation voltage is greater than the 
pull-in voltage and the upper electrode can be attracted to the fixed bottom electrode very quickly; 
therefore, the pull-in voltage limits the operation range of the actuator. The pull-in behavior 
phenomenon, however, can be used in the design of such components as switches [9] and relays; 
moreover, it could be used to measure Young’s modulus and residual stress values [8]. Hence, in 
designing electrostatically-actuated MEMS devices, a thorough understanding of the dynamic 
behavior of the device structure is required such that the pull-in event can be either avoided or 
induced, as required. Abdel-Rahman et al [10] proposed a nonlinear model for characterizing the 
mechanical behavior of electrostatically-actuated micro-beams Hung [11] examined the feasibility 
of using the leveraged bending and strain-stiffening methods to extend the travel range of 
analog-tuned electrostatic actuators prior to pull-in. 
Various researchers have investigated the use of hybrid DC/AC schemes in driving 
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electrostatically-actuated MEMS devices [12-15]. Consider the lumped model of a parallel plate 
capacitor shown in Fig. 1, in which the initial gap height between the two plates is denoted by . 
The dynamic behavior of the system is governed by the micro electrostatic force, the mechanical 
restoring force and the damping force together govern the dynamic behavior of micro system. The 
micro electrostatic force is determined by the driving voltage (), which comprises both a DC 
voltage component and an AC voltage component. The DC component offsets the upper plate to 
a new equilibrium position, while the AC component causes the plate to vibrate around this newly 
established equilibrium position. Younis et al [13] proposed a novel RF MEMS switch actuated 
using a combined DC/AC loading scheme. It was shown that an appropriate specification of the 
magnitude and frequency of the AC voltage enabled the driving voltage required to induce the 
pull-in event to be significantly reduced. Younis [14] examined the dynamic behavior of 
micro-beams subject to combined DC/AC loading and derived analytical expressions for the 
micro-beam motion under primary resonance conditions. In general, MEMS devices with a 
circular plate configuration have a better structure flexibility than those with a rectangular plate 
configuration due to a lack of sharp edges and a lower residual stress after multiple 
depositions [15]. 
 
Fig. 1. Lumped model of parallel-plate capacitor 
Differential transformation theory was originally proposed by Zhao as a means of solving 
linear and nonlinear initial value problems in the circuit analysis domain. However, in more recent 
years, researchers have extended its use to the analysis of a variety of initial value problems in the 
mechanical engineering field. For example, Chen et al. [16] showed that the combined differential 
transformation and finite difference method provides a precise and computationally-efficient 
means of analyzing the nonlinear dynamic behavior of fixed-fixed micro-beams. The same group 
also used the hybrid method to analyze the nonlinear dynamic response of an 
electrostatically-actuated micro circular plate subject to both effects of residual stress and a 
uniform hydrostatic pressure on the upper surface [17-18, 20]. A numerical investigation was 
performed into the entropy generated within a mixed convection flow with viscous dissipation 
effects in a parallel-plate vertical channel using differential transformation method by 
Chen et al. [19]. 
2. Differential transformation theory 
The basic principles of the differential transformation method are introduced below. If () is 
an analyzable function in time domain , a definition of the differential transformation of  at   = 	 in the 
 domain is: 
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(; 	) = ()   ()()
,    ∈ 
, (1)
where  belongs to the set of non-negative integers denoted as the 
  domain, (; 	) is the 
transformed function in the transformation domain, otherwise called the spectrum of ()  at   = 	  in the 
  domain, ()  is the weighting factor, and ()  is regarded as a kernel 
corresponding to (). Both () and () are non-zero and () is an analyzable function in 
time domain . Therefore, the differential inverse transformation of (; 	) can be described as: 
() = 1() 
( − 	)!
 
	
(; 	)() ,    ∈ . (2)
If () = " !⁄  and () = 1,  where "  is the time interval. Let 	 = 0;  Eq. (1) then 
becomes: 
() = "! $
() %	 ,    ∈ 
. (3)
The differential inverse transformation of () can then be expressed as below by Eq. (2): 
() =  & "'
 
	

(),    ∈ . (4)
Substituting Eq. (3) into Eq. (4) gives: 
() =  !
 
	
$() %	 ,    ∈ . (5)
Eq. (5) can be derived by Taylor series expansion. Therefore, the main basic operation 
properties of the differential transform are as listed below: 
(a) Linearity operation: 
()() + +,()- = )() + +.(), (6)
where  denotes the differential transform and ) and + are any real number. 
(b) Differential operation: 
 $/()/ % =
( + 0)!! "/ ( + 0), (7)
where  denotes the differential transform and 0 is the order of differentiation [16-19]. 
3. Dynamic modeling of micro circular plate 
The analysis performed in this study considers the micro circular plate shown in Fig. 2. As 
shown, the upper plate is actuated by a driving voltage () = 12 + 32sin(7), where 12 is 
the DC polarization voltage, 32  is the magnitude of AC voltage, and 7 is the excitation frequency. 
At a certain critical value of the driving voltage, the magnitude of the electrostatic force between 
the upper and lower plates exceeds the restoring force within the upper, movable plate, and thus a 
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pull-in occurs. 
 
Fig. 2. Schematic illustration showing electrostatic actuation of micro circular plate 
The governing equation is therefore given as [12]: 
8ℎ :;<:; + = > :
;
:?; + 1? ::?@ >:
;<:?; + 1? :<:? @ − Aℎ >:
;<:?; + 1? :<:? @ = B	
();2( − <); + D	, (8)
where B	, ℎ and  are represent the permittivity of free space, the thickness of the micro circular 
plate, and the initial gap height between the upper and lower plates, respectively. In addition, () 
is the voltage between the two plates, (i.e.,  () = 12 + 32sin(7)), 8 is the density of the 
micro circular plate, and < is the transverse deflection of the micro circular plate at a distance ? 
from the center of the plate. Note that < is a function only of the position ? and the time , i.e., < = <(?, ) . In other words, the symmetry transverse deflection of micro circular plate is 
irrelevant to polar coordinate E. Finally, D	 is the uniform hydrostatic pressure acting on the upper 
surface of the plate, A is the residual stress within the plate, and = is the flexural rigidity of the 
plate, i.e.: 
= = FℎG12(1 − H;), (9)
where H and  F are the Poisson ratio and Young’s modulus of the upper circular plate, respectively. 
The boundary conditions for the governing equation of motion of the micro circular plate for are 
defined as follows: 
<(?, ) = :<(?, ):? = 0  at  ? = ±K, (10)
where K is the radius of the micro circular plate. (Note that Eq. (10) assumes that the plate is 
clamped at its edges). Finally, the initial condition is defined as: 
<(?, 0) = :<(?, 0): = 0. (11)
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4. Application of hybrid method to solution of governing equation of motion  
For analytical convenience, let the the transverse displacement of the micro circular plate < 
be normalized with respect to the initial gap between the electrodes. Furthermore, let the radial 
distance position ? be normalized with respect to the radius of the micro circular plate, and let 
time  be normalized with respect to a time constant /, where / is defined as / = L8ℎKM =⁄ . 
Finally, let the excitation frequency 7 be normalized by taking the product of 7 and the time 
constant /, i.e.: 
<N = < ,   ?̅ = ?K,   ̅ = / ,   7N = 7/ . (12)
Let the following parameters be defined: 
)P = B	KM2=G ,   AN = AK
;
= ,   D	N = D	K
M
= . (13)
Substituting Eqs. (12) and (13) into Eqs. (8), (10) and (11), the dimensionless governing 
equation of motion for the micro circular plate is obtained as: 
:;<N:̅; + :
M<N:?̅M + 2?̅ :
G<N:?̅G − 1?̅; :
;<N:?̅; + 1?̅G :<N:?̅ − QA :
;<N:?̅; − QA 1?̅ :<N:?̅
= )P(12 + 32 sin(7N̅)-;(1 − <N); + D	N . 
(14)
The corresponding dimensionless boundary conditions are given as follows: 
<N(?̅, ̅) = :<N(?̅, ̅):?̅ = 0   at   ?̅ = ±1. (15)
Finally, the initial condition is equal to: 
<N(?̅, 0) = :<N(?̅, 0):̅ = 0. (16)
The nonlinear governing equation of motion for the micro circular plate (Eq. (14)) is solved 
using the hybrid differential transformation and finite difference method described in [16-19]. The 
solution procedure commences by discretizing the equation of motion with respect to the time 
domain  using the differential transformation method. In accordance with the hybrid numerical 
method, the transverse displacement of the micro plate is then discretized spatially in the radial 
direction using the finite difference approximation method based on fourth-order and second-order 
accurate central difference formulae. 
5. Numerical results and discussion 
In performing the comparison, two models of the micro circular actuator are considered (see 
Table 1). As shown in Table 2, the pull-in voltage of the Model 1 micro circular plate is found to 
be 363 V when using the hybrid differential transformation and finite difference method. The 
equivalent values of the pull-in voltage computed using Osternberg’s model [18] and the 
reduced-order model [18] are 362 V and 364 V, respectively. In other words, the predicted value 
of the pull-voltage obtained using the hybrid method deviates by just 0.27 % from the results 
presented in [18]. 
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Table 1. Material and geometry parameters of micro circular plate models 
Parameters Model 1 Model 2 
Young’s modulus (F / GPa) 169 130 
Poisson’s Ratio (R) 0.3 0.23 
Density (8 / Kg/m3) 2.33×103 2.33×103 
Permittivity of free space (B	 / F/m) 8.8542×10-12 8.8542×10-12 
Thickness of circular plate (ℎ / μm) 20 1 
Initial gap ( / μm) 1 1 
Radius of circular plate (K / μm) 250 200 
Table 2. Comparison of present analytical results and literature results for pull-in voltages 
 
Analytical results Deviation 
Hybrid method  
(H.M.) (Model 1) 
Osterberg’s  
model [15] 
Reduced-order  
model [15]  ∆TP (%) ∆T; (%) 
Pull-in Voltage (V) 363 362 364 0.27 0.27 
∆e1(%) = |Osterberg's Model-H.M.|Osterberg's Model × 100% 
Δe2(%) = |Reduced-order Model-H.M.|Reduced-order Model × 100% 
Figure 3 shows the variation of the center-point deflection of the Model 2 circular plate over 
time given AC voltages of 1.61 V, 1.62 V and 1.63 V, respectively. Note that the DC voltage is 
equal to 4.5 V, the residual stress is equal to A = 0, and the AC voltage frequency is equal to  7N = 1. The results clearly show that for an AC voltage lower voltage of 1.62 V, the micro circular 
plate oscillates in a stable manner about the equilibrium deflection point. However, when the AC 
voltage is increased to 1.63 V, the pull-in phenomenon occurs, and the micro circular plate makes 
transient contact with the lower electrode. 
 
Fig. 3. Variation of dimensionless center-point displacement over time for AC voltages of  
1.61 V, 1.62 V and 1.63 V, respectively, (note that DC voltage = 4.5 V and 7N = 1) 
Figure 4 shows the deformation over time of the Model 2 micro circular plate given an AC 
voltage of 0.5 V, a dimensionless excitation frequency of 7N = 1 2⁄ , and a DC voltage of 2 V. As 
stated previously, the transverse displacement of the micro circular plate depends only on radial 
position and the time. In other words, the displacement is independent of the polar coordinate E. 
As a result, the micro circular plate oscillates in a stable fashion. 
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Fig. 4. Deformation of micro circular plate given DC voltage of 2 V and AC voltage of 0.5 V,  
(note that 7N = 1 2⁄ ) 
6. Conclusions 
This study has analyzed the nonlinear dynamic behavior of an electrostatically-actuated micro 
circular plate using a hybrid numerical scheme comprising the differential transformation method 
and the finite difference method. The validity of the proposed scheme has been confirmed by 
comparing the predicted value of the pull-in voltage for the plate with the results presented in the 
literature. Finally, it has been shown that the use of an AC actuating voltage with an appropriate 
magnitude in addition to the DC driving voltage provides an effective means of tuning the dynamic 
response of the micro circular plate. Overall, the numerical results presented in this study show 
that the hybrid differential transformation method and finite difference method provides an 
accurate and computationally-efficient means of analyzing the nonlinear dynamic behavior of the 
micro circular plate structures used in many of today’s MEMS-based actuator systems. 
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